
January 21, 2020 

RepreseYitative Ann 'ugh 
Chair Hcause &Human Services Carnmittee 
Vermont State House 
115 State Street 
Montpelier,. VT 05633 

Dear Rep. Pugh &Members of. the Human Services Committee: 

I am writing in support of I~.312, proposed legislation for open captions in movie theatexs 
throughout the state of Vermont. 

My Hama is Caxol Devine and I am a'71 year old, wlao had perfect hearing until age 63 at which 
time T suffered what is commonly known as a sudden hearing loss. F nr reasons still unknown, 
nay hearing disappeared aver a pei7od of3- 4 days and has ~xever raturned. I have adapted to this 
condition with the support of my fara~ily and ~iiends, as well as some pretty sophisticated 
technology, which z am fortunate enough to be able to obtain. 

However, that technology does not extend to being able to attend movies in theaters that do not 
offer open captions. Until I lost my heaxing, nny husband and I were frequent movie goers, 
attending at least a couple of times each month. Since 2011, I have only seen one movie, which 
was in a theater in New York City th~.t had captions. I know that many people in my age group, 
even if they have only age related hearing lass, have also stopped attending movies because they 
do not fully understand the dialogue. Interestingly enough, these are the very people who would 
make up a large portion of a theater's attendance, since they have the time and the money to go 
to the theater whenevex they want. 

In the sta.tc of Vermont 60,000 people have same level of hearing loss...that's a lot of theatex 
tickets! Nat being able to attend the theater is one ofi a number of factors that contributes to the 
social isolation of many people in our state and offering a limited number of open cap~iaia 
screenings wai~ld certainly bring many of them back to tie movies and simultaneously improve 
their social lives. 

Many people don't realize that this is a very sirr~ple process...tt~~ning an open captions is as 
simple as accessing subtitles in inavies at home. If open captioned screenings were cleaxly 
identified in the marketing materials of the movie theaters, this would certainly boost the 
attendance in those theaters and people would be able to choose to attend showings with ar 
without captions. It would be a win-win far all those suffering from hearing; loss, as well as for 
the theaters, whioh would benefit from the increased atte~.dance. 

This is a very simple idea really.. ,easy to implement, little if any cast, and will have enormous 
benet"its to many people throughout Vexmant. I personally would be mast grateful iFthis 
legislation were given serious consideration, so I could once again enjoy going to the movies! 

Sincerely, 

Carol Devine 
317 Teen Road 
Belmont, VT 0573U 


